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DiSCOvEr YOUr  
COUPLE STrEngTHS

Focusing on strengths will empower  
you and your relationship.

Once upon a time, a professor went into a first-grade classroom and asked, 
“Boys and girls, how many of you know how to sing?” All hands went up, wav-
ing enthusiastically. Then he asked, “How many of you are dancers?” Again, all 
hands went up, some children even jumped to their feet to demonstrate. Finally,	
the professor asked, “How many of you can draw a picture really well?” Once 
again, all the children raised their hands in the air. Later that day the professor 
went to his doctoral seminar and posed the same three questions. After asking, 
“How many of you can sing?” he saw a few shrugs, no hands, and no enthusi-
asm. “How many of you are dancers?” had the same response. And “How many 
of you can draw?” got one hand shyly raised, but without enthusiasm. 

I (Amy) first heard this story ten years ago from my friend, a sports psy-
chologist, Dr. rob Gilbert, and it remains both my favorite and least favorite 
(or most upsetting) story. I love how poignantly it typifies the enthusiasm and 
confidence with which we seem to be born. At the same time, it unearths a 
disheartening reminder of what we lose as we age. I wish there were a way to 
inoculate young children from the self-criticism and social comparisons that 
eventually curb some of their enthusiasm. 

Almost without exception, children are born confident in their strengths 
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    *  PCA , or Positive Couple Agreement, measures the percentage of couple agreement that it is a positive 

relationship strength. 

natiOnal sUrvey DisCOvers  
neW Keys tO a HaPPy marriage

why is it that some couples seem so happy, regardless of the situations, transi-
tions, or circumstances they encounter in life? Are they simply well-matched 
individuals? Or are they doing something different than less-happy couples? 
what are their secrets? 

Our national survey not only exposes the general categories which, when 
couples are in agreement, are most predictive of happy and unhappy couples 
but also reveals the detailed items within those categories that are most predic-
tive of happily married couples. The remaining chapters are structured around 
these findings, with suggestions for improving your relationship based on 
the strengths of happy couples. Taking the Couple Checkup online will also 
provide you with an opportunity to see how your relationship compares with 
research findings across all of these key areas. 

FigUre 2.1
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Conflict Resolution is the last of the five key categories that clearly differentiate 
between happy and unhappy couples. Happy couples agree that they are better 
able to resolve differences, talk openly with one another about issues, and under-
stand one another’s opinions and feelings in the midst of conflict resolution. 

Five tyPes OF marrieD COUPles

One interesting way to assess marriage is to describe different types of mar-
riages based on their level of satisfaction and their scores on the key areas of 
their relationship. Using our national survey, we found that there were five 
typical patterns or “types” of couples, ranging from very happy couples to the 
most unhappy. The most happy couple type we call Vitalized couples (18%) 
followed by Harmonious couples (24%). Conventional couples (17%) tend to 
fall between the happy and unhappy types of couples. The two couple types that 
are the most unhappy are Conflicted (22%) and Devitalized (19%) couples.

•		 Vitalized	 Couples: This is the happiest couple type, and these 
couples have strengths in most aspects of their relationships, includ-
ing communication, conflict resolution, finances, and their sexual 
relationship. Only 14 percent of individuals in vitalized marriages 
have ever considered divorce.

FigUre 2.2
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susan and Jim have been married for over twenty years. in that 
time they have discovered that their passionate personalities that 
led them to fight with each other in their first decade of mar-
riage have faded and now they appreciate and cherish each other 
more than before. they’ve learned to respect one another for the 
unique contributions each makes to the marriage, their parent-
ing, and now grandparenting. they display their commitment by 
honoring each other in public (by speaking well of each other, for 
example) and in private (by listening and considering the opinions 
of the other). their life together has had some valleys, including 
the threat of cancer, job loss, and a strong-willed child. But their 
strong commitment to each other and their communication and 
conflict resolution skills has carried them through.

•	 Harmonious	Couples: These couples are very happy and have many 
strengths, but not as many strengths as Vitalized couples. Only 28 
percent of the individuals in Harmonious marriages have ever con-
sidered divorce. They are satisfied with most areas of their relation-
ship, particularly conflict resolution and their role relationship. 

DisCOver yOUr COUPle strengtHs

FigUre 2.3
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Carlos and Juanita make time for fun together each week and keep 
their relationship a priority. they share chores around the house 
and work together pretty well in deciding how to spend their money. 
they have learned to resolve issues before they become more seri-
ous, and this has really helped them grow closer together.

•	 Conventional	Couples: These couples are generally happy and are 
called Conventional because they have more strengths in traditional 
areas, including agreement on spiritual beliefs, agreement on main-
taining traditional roles, and a strong supportive network of fam-
ily and friends. However, they have lower scores in areas involving 
more internal dynamics, including personality compatibility, com-
munication, and conflict resolution. Over one-third (37 percent) of 
Conventional couples have considered divorce. 

stan and Carrie are somewhat happy in their marriage, but they 
sometimes feel isolated from each other. they have many shared  
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friends, frequently surround themselves with extended family, and 
attend social functions. From the outside, this marriage looks bet-
ter than it really is. Because the couple has few communication 
and conflict-resolution skills, they tend not to discuss their rela-
tionship and end up emotionally distant.

•	 Conflicted	 Couples: These couples are unhappy, and they have 
numerous growth areas and few relationship strengths. Nearly three-
quarters (73 percent) of individuals in Conflicted relationships have 
considered divorce. They are called Conflicted because they disagree 
in many areas and have low scores in communication and conflict 
resolution. One of the most common types of couples to seek marital 
therapy is Conflicted couples because they often feel as if they have 
many unresolved issues. 

Donna and Frank are passionate people. they used to be passion-
ate about each other, but when the infatuation of their courtship  
 

DisCOver yOUr COUPle strengtHs

FigUre 2.5
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faded, their passion shifted toward trying to change one another. 
now that they have been married for four years, they argue about 
many things. Whether the issue is money, sex, or each other’s 
mother, they find themselves at odds much of the time. Donna 
complains to her girlfriends about Frank’s temper and wonders if 
she married him too early in life. Frank questions whether Donna 
really loves him because she complains so much. Feeling like a 
failure as a husband only pushes him to spend more time at work, 
where he experiences success and feels more competent. 

•		 Devitalized	 Couples: These couples are very unhappy and have 
growth areas in almost all aspects of their relationship. In over 
two-thirds (69 percent) of the couples, both spouses are dissatisfied, 
and about 90 percent of these individuals have considered divorce. 
They are typically very unhappy and have few strengths as a couple, 
although they might have had strengths earlier in their relationship. 
Conflicted and Devitalized couples are the two types that most often 
seek marital therapy or couple enrichment programs. A recent study 
found that a majority (93 percent) of couples attending a couple 

FigUre 2.6
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t H r e e

COMMUniCATiOn— 
THE #1 SkiLL

two monologues do not make a dialogue.

—jEff DALEY

HOW HaPPy COUPles COmmUniCate

One goal of the national survey is to identify the strengths of happy couples—
learning from couples who are happily married. experience is undeniably the 
best teacher. Other people’s hindsight can certainly become your foresight. 
with this principle in mind, let’s briefly review the results from our national 
sample of married couples. To discover the communication issues that dis-
tinguish happily married and unhappily married couples, we will review the 
major findings (see Figure 3.1). 

The study espouses communication as a major gauge of marital happiness. 
Spouses in happy marriages are six times more likely than those in unhappy 
marriages to agree that they are very satisfied with how they talk to each other. 
These spouses are significantly more likely to feel understood by their partners, 
and they find it much easier to express their true feelings than their unhappy 
counterpoints do. A majority of happy spouses believe that their partners are 
good listeners, whereas only a small percentage of unhappy spouses feel this way. 
And almost four-fifths of happy spouses agree that they do not make comments 
to put each other down, compared to only one-fifth of unhappy spouses. 
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FigUre 3.1  
Communication strengths of Happy Couples vs. Unhappy Couples

Percentage in 
Agreement Happy Couples Unhappy Couples

Communication issue

1. i am very satisfied 
with how we talk to 
each other.

95% 15% 

2. my partner 
understands how  
i feel. 

79% 13%

3. i find it easy to 
express my true 
feelings to my 
partner.

96% 30%

4. my partner is a 
very good listener. 83% 18%

5. my partner 
does not make 
comments that put 
me down. 

79% 20%

tHe COmPleXity OF COmmUniCatiOn

Communication is a word embedded in its own mystique. everyone seems to 
understand what is meant by communication, yet conceptually and function-
ally it is very complex. These complexities can be studied in depth; in fact, 
there are undergraduate and graduate degrees dedicated solely to the study 
of communication. For the purpose of this book, communication is defined 
as “the dynamic process through which people try to convey meaning to one 
another.” 
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about the feelings people have toward each other. Our national survey of fifty 
thousand married couples identified specific communication issues that are 
problematic for married couples. 

FigUre 3.2 
top Five Communication Problems for Couples

Communication issue Percentage of Couples  
Having Problem*

1. i wish my partner were more 
willing to share his/her feelings.

76%

2. i sometimes have difficulty asking 
my partner for what i want. 

69%

3. my partner often does not 
understand how i feel. 

65%

4. my partner often refuses to 
discuss issues or problems.

64%

5. my partner makes comments 
that put me down. 

62%

* One or both partners indicated this was an issue for them.

what is striking in these findings is the high percentage of all couples that 
agree on several very common problems in communication with their partner. 
Notice how the majority of all married couples wish their partners would share 
their feelings more often. Many spouses have difficulty asking their partner for 
what they want, do not feel understood, and feel that their partner will not 
discuss issues with them. Still another common problem with married couples 
is feeling put down by their partner. So it appears that most couples agree on 
communication problems in their marriage. 

Now refer to the Communication section of your Couple Checkup. Do you 
share many of the common problems for married couples? Pinpoint the discus-
sion items you could improve upon and focus on those as you read through 
the chapter.

COmmUniCatiOn—tHe #1 sKill
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HOW COmmUniCatiOn styles  
aFFeCt yOUr relatiOnsHiP

The communication style a couple develops influences the level of intimacy 
and closeness they will have. Figure 3.3 lists communication styles and their 
associated relationship styles, outcomes, and intimacy levels. For example, the 
passive couple is typified by not asking for what they want, and so partners 
usually will not get what they want. The result is a devitalized relationship with 
a low level of intimacy. when one partner is aggressive and the other is passive, 
the aggressive partner tends to dominate the relationship, which also results in 
low levels of intimacy. And when both partners use an aggressive style, their 
relationship is likely to be conflicted with low intimacy. 

In contrast, assertive communication makes it more likely that partners will 
get what they want, increasing the happiness, authenticity, and intimacy in their 
relationship. It is important, however, that both individuals are assertive. If one 
partner is assertive and one is passive, the relationship will be frustrating for 
both, resulting in lower intimacy. If one partner is assertive and one is aggres-
sive, the relationship may be confrontational, also resulting in lower intimacy. 

FigUre 3.3  
Communication Patterns and intimacy 

Person A 
Communication 

Style

Person B 
Communication 

Style
relationship who wins Level  

of intimacy

Passive Passive Devitalized Both lose low

Passive aggressive Dominating 1 wins, 1 loses low

aggressive aggressive Conflicted Both lose low

assertive Passive Frustrated Both lose low

assertive aggressive Confrontational Both lose low

assertive assertive vitalized Both win High

Heather and I (Peter) were just engaged when we first slipped into one of 
these negative communication patterns. I was in graduate school in California, 
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CHeCK-in PrOCess

Where	are	you	now? (Identify and discuss your results.)
 1. review the Couple Checkup individual results. How satisfied were 

each of you in this area?

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

 2. review the Couple Checkup couple results. was communication a 
strength or growth area?

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

 3. Discuss your agreement items (your strengths).

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

Where	would	you	like	to	be? (Discuss issues.)
 1. review the discussion items in your Couple Checkup report.

 2. Choose one issue you both want to resolve.

 3. Share how you each feel about the issue.

How	do	you	get	there? (Develop your action plan.)
 1. Brainstorm a list of ways to handle your communication problems.

 2. Agree on one solution you will try.

 3. Decide what you will each do to make the plan work.

 4. review the progress in one week.

COmmUniCatiOn—tHe #1 sKill
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COUPle eXerCise 3.1 
improving your Communication

Once you and your partner have read the chapter on communication, you can 
explore the uniqueness of your relationship by doing the following exercise. 
Complete the exercise separately. you can either photocopy the pages or write 
directly in the book. 

List three things you really like about the way your partner communicates. 
Partner 1 Partner 2
1. ________________________ 1. ________________________

2. ________________________ 2. ________________________

3. ________________________ 3. ________________________

List three things you would like your partner to change about how he or she 
communicates. 

Partner 1 Partner 2
1. ________________________ 1. ________________________

2. ________________________ 2. ________________________

3. ________________________ 3. ________________________

After you have completed your individual lists, share and discuss them with 
each other. Talk about the things you agree to work on changing. 

53

reminDers FOr imPrOving  
yOUr COmmUniCatiOn

 1. Practice positive communication. when offering criticism as a 
speaker, balance it with at least one positive comment. 

 2. Give your full attention to the speaker—turn off your phone, 
shut off your television, make eye contact with your partner. 

 3. Focus on the good qualities in each other and praise these often. 

 4. Take time to listen. Listen to understand, not to judge. After 
listening, tell your partner what you heard before you share your 
own ideas. Suspend your emotions until you receive feedback 
that you have interpreted correctly. 

 5. Be assertive. Use “I” statements rather than “you” statements. 
Let your partner know what you want—don’t let your needs 
become a guessing game. 

 6. Listen with your ears but also with your eyes and other senses. 

 7. Find the courage to ask questions (rather than making 
assumptions) until you are clear that you understand your partner. 

COmmUniCatiOn—tHe #1 sKill
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listening, tell your partner what you heard before you share your 
own ideas. Suspend your emotions until you receive feedback 
that you have interpreted correctly. 

 5. Be assertive. Use “I” statements rather than “you” statements. 
Let your partner know what you want—don’t let your needs 
become a guessing game. 

 6. Listen with your ears but also with your eyes and other senses. 

 7. Find the courage to ask questions (rather than making 
assumptions) until you are clear that you understand your partner. 

COmmUniCatiOn—tHe #1 sKill
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F O U r

COnfLiCT— 
An OPPOrTUniTY in 

DiSgUiSE
Difficulties are meant to rouse, not discourage. 
the human spirit is to grow strong by conflict.

—wiLLiAM ELLErY CHAnnEn

in our national survey of fifty thousand couples, the most significant conflict 
item discriminating between happy and unhappy couples is whether the part-
ners feel understood when discussing problems. Those in happy relationships 
are much more likely to feel understood by their partners and to feel able 
to share feelings and opinions during disagreements. Happy couples are also 
much more likely to resolve differences and agree on a process of how to address 
conflict. Finally, partners in happy relationships are much more likely to take 
their disagreements seriously. 

tHe COUPle CHeCKUP
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FigUre 4.1  
strengths of Happy Couples vs. Unhappy Couples  

regarding Conflict resolution 

relationship issue Percentage in Agreement

Happy Couples Unhappy Couples

1. When we discuss 
problems, 
my partner 
understands my 
opinions and ideas. 

78 % 20 %

2. i can share feelings 
and ideas with my 
partner during 
disagreements.

78% 25%

3. We are able 
to resolve our 
differences. 

58% 12%

4. We have similar 
ideas about 
how to settle 
disagreements. 

72% 28%

5. my partner takes 
our disagreements 
seriously. 

54% 14%

COnFliCt is misUnDerstOOD

Conflict has gotten a bad rap, which we argue is unwarranted. Conflict often 
gets blamed for the thoughts and behaviors people choose in response to it. 
This is equivalent to blaming a lousy mood on a rainy day. The reality is not 
that rain is negative, but it is how a person allows it to define their day. Think 

tHe COUPle CHeCKUP
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FigUre 4.2  
top Five Conflict Problems for Couples

Conflict issue Percentage of Couples Having 
Problem*

1. One person ends up feeling 
responsible for the problem. 80%

2. i go out of my way to avoid 
conflict with my partner. 78%

3. We have different ideas 
about the best way to solve 
disagreements.

77%

4. some of our differences never 
seem to get resolved. 77%

5. We sometimes have serious 
disputes over unimportant 
issues.

76%

* One or both partners indicated this was an issue for them.

eXPeCting tHat COnFliCt Will nOt eXist

The idea that conflict should not exist within a marriage is one of the dominat-
ing lies that hinders a couple’s ability to be happy together. How did this hap-
pen? when did we begin to expect that love and joy would occur in a vacuum 
without pain and adversity? These are in part rhetorical questions, but it is 
important to reorient ourselves to understand that living is about change—
even a life frozen in happiness would eventually feel stagnant. 

real life is a process—like the river, it has movement, life, and depth. This 
“process” orientation of life helps us understand that since conflict, failure, and 
disappointment are just part of the process, there is no reason to expend energy 
avoiding something that is simply part of the package. who decided that dis-
agreement is a negative thing anyway? Perhaps it is just an opinion circulated 
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FigUre 4.3  
Constructive and Destructive approaches to Conflict resolution

Area of Concern Constructive 
Approach 

Destructive 
Approach

issues raises and clarifies 
current issues Brings up old issues

feelings
expresses both 

positive and negative 
feelings

expresses only 
negative feelings

information gives complete and 
honest information

Offers only select 
information

focus
Concentrates on the 
issue rather than the 

person

Concentrates on the 
person rather than  

the issue

Blame accepts mutual blame Blames the other 
person for the problem

Perception Focuses on similarities Focuses on differences

Change Facilitates change to 
prevent stagnation

minimizes change, 
increasing conflict

Outcome recognizes both must 
win or both lose

a loss for the 
relationship

intimacy increases intimacy by 
resolving conflict

Decreases intimacy by 
escalating conflict 

Attitude Builds trust Creates suspicion

ten stePs FOr resOlving COUPle COnFliCt

One of the secrets of using conflict to strengthen your relationship is adopting 
the attitude and expectation that conflict is normal. we have discussed how 
a healthy dose of conflict is often an opportunity in disguise. But there will 
certainly be times in your marriage when conflict involves the need to make a 

COnFliCt—an OPPOrtUnity in DisgUise tHe COUPle CHeCKUP
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CHeCK-in PrOCess

Where	are	you	now? (Identify and discuss your results.)
 1. review the Couple Checkup individual results. How satisfied were 

each of you in this area?

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

 2. review the Couple Checkup couple results. was conflict resolution a 
strength or growth area?

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

 3.  Discuss your agreement items (your strengths).

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

Where	would	you	like	to	be? (Discuss issues.)
1. review the discussion items in your Couple Checkup report.
2. Choose one issue you both want to resolve.
3. Share how you each feel about the issue.

How	do	you	get	there? (Develop your action plan.)
1. Brainstorm a list of ways to handle your conflict resolution problems.
2. Agree on one solution you will try.
3. Decide what you will each do to make the plan work.
4. review the progress in one week.

COUPle eXerCise 4.1 
ten-step Procedure for resolving Conflict

Use this ten-step model when there is a frequent problem you have not been 
able to resolve. Try it with your partner now. Start with a minor ongoing issue 
in your relationship. 
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 6. Discuss and evaluate these possible solutions.

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________
 

 7. Agree on one solution to try.

_________________________________________________________

 8. Agree on how each of you will work toward this solution.

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________
 

 9. Set up another meeting to discuss your progress.

_________________________________________________________

 10. reward each other as you each contribute toward the solution.

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

75

In step five, brainstorm at least ten new ways to resolve the issue. Do not judge 
ideas based on whether they are feasible. Simply come up with as many ideas as 
possible, even if they may seem far-fetched. Brainstorming in this way will allow 
you to get beyond what you have done in the past that has not worked. 

 1. Set a time and place for discussion. Be specific.

_________________________________________________________

 2. Define the problem or issue of disagreement.

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

 3. Talk about how each of you contributes to the problem.

_________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

 4. List unsuccessful past attempts to resolve the issue.

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

 5. Brainstorm ten new ways to resolve the conflict.

__________________________       ___________________________

__________________________       ___________________________

__________________________       ___________________________

__________________________       ___________________________

__________________________       ___________________________

COnFliCt—an OPPOrtUnity in DisgUise
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reminDers FOr imPrOving yOUr aBility  
tO resOlve COnFliCt

 1. View conflict as a normal and healthy part of a close 
relationship. 

 2. Never negotiate in moments of anger. Take some time to 
compose yourself so that you will be able to rationally discuss the 
issue. 

 3. when negotiating, do not bring up past issues. Stay in the 
present. It is the only place where things are really happening.

 4. Do not blame each other, but focus on the problem. remember 
that everyone involved contributes in some way. 

 5. Deal directly with issues as they arise. If an issue keeps coming 
up, use the ten-step model to work through it. 

 6. Validate. Allow your spouse to have and express his or her 
experience. Have a discussion about the problem, without 
highlighting the fact that one of you may agree and the other 
may disagree.

 7. Do not stockpile. Storing up hurt feelings and grievances is 
counterproductive. Let your partner know about the things that 
bother you as they occur. 

 8. Consider yourselves allies rather than adversaries in problem 
solving. 

 9. Be honest. Arguments quickly turn ugly when a partner does not 
feel they are being told the whole truth. 

 10. Create a win-win solution. 

COnFliCt—an OPPOrtUnity in DisgUise
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F i v e

finAnCES— 
MOrE THAn MOnEY

to some people, money means power; to others, love. 
For some, the topic is boorish, in bad taste. For others, 
it’s more private than sex. add family dynamics to the 

mix, and for many you have the subject from hell.

—kArEn S. PETErSOn

in the throes of new love, “what’s mine is yours” is as easy a sentiment as it is 
romantic. Couples are rarely able to uphold this ease of attitude about finances 
because money represents much more than just money. There are under lying 
psychological issues in how we relate to money and how money plays out in 
our relationship. Money operates metaphorically in our lives representing 
things such as security, nurturance, trust, opportunity, and the relationship 
between dependence and independence. Little wonder then, money is a major 
cause of conflict and a multilayered problem for couples. 

tHe real COst OF mOney

If you sometimes feel as though financial issues dominate your life, you are 
not alone. It is estimated that we spend up to 80 percent of our waking hours 
earning money, spending money, or thinking about money. A survey con-
ducted by American express Financial Advisors revealed that 66 percent of 
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FigUre 5.1  
top Five Financial Problems for Couples

financial issue Percentage of Couples  
Having Problem*

1. i wish my partner was more 
careful in spending money. 72%

2. We have trouble saving money. 71%

3. We have problems deciding 
what is important to purchase. 63%

4. major debts are a problem  
for us. 56%

5. Credit card use has been a 
problem for us. 52%

* One or both partners indicated this was an issue for them.

COmmOn FinanCial strUggles  
FOr marrieD COUPles

Let’s look briefly into some of the com-
mon financial problems in marriage. 

spender vs. saver

Spenders and savers are the two 
classic money personalities. The top 
two financial issues for a majority of 
married couples in our national sur-
vey related to spending and saving. 
Not surprisingly, saving and spending 
problems are common because indi-
viduals often have different personal 
styles of spending and saving. Most 

“Money talks—
unfortunately 

mine only knows 
how to say 
‘Goodbye.’”

as seen On  
BUmPer stiCKer

FinanCes—mOre tHan mOney
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interest. And savings are important for creating financial security and being 
prepared for financial crises such as illness, job loss, pregnancy, or accidents. 
Figure 5.2 shows how compounding interest allows a little bit of money to 
grow to substantial sums. Time is on your side when it comes to saving for 
the future. 

FigUre 5.2  
if you save $1 a Day  

($1 per day for 30 days = $30 per month) 

Years Saved 5 Percent interest 10 Percent interest

10 $4,677 $6,195

20 $12,381 $22,968

30 $25,071 $68,379

40 $45,969 $191,301

50 $80,391 $524,061

60 $137,085 $1,424,856

70 $230,460 $3,863,340

WHat DOes mOney mean tO yOU?

Money is not simply the paper, coin, or plastic used to buy things. Money 
is also a mechanism of social exchange. It can be a source of status, security, 
enjoyment, or control. If partners have incompatible attitudes about money, 
purchases are more likely to cause conflict between them. Miriam Arond and 
Samuel Pauker have identified four common orientations toward money: 

	 1.	Money	as	status. A person with a status orientation toward money is 
interested in money as power—as a means of keeping ahead of his peers. 

	 2.	Money	as	security. A person with a security orientation is 
conservative in spending and focuses on saving. 

FinanCes—mOre tHan mOney

tHe COUPle CHeCKUP
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	 3.	Money	as	enjoyment. A person with an enjoyment orientation gets 
satisfaction from spending, both on others and on herself. 

	 4.	Money	as	control. A person with a control orientation sees money as 
a way of maintaining control over his life and independence from a 
partner or other family members.9 

It is possible for a person to have more than one orientation, but not two 
conflicting approaches—for example, enjoyment and security. A questionnaire 
for assessing your money orientation is provided in Couple exercise 5.1 at the 
end of this chapter. 

FinanCial strengtHs OF HaPPy COUPles

In general, even happy couples disagree more about finances than any other 
topic. However, our national survey revealed clear differences between happy 
and unhappy couples regarding money issues (see Figure 5.3). Happy couples 
agree on how to handle money significantly more than unhappy couples do. 
They also have fewer concerns about debts and the proper amount to save. 
Clearly, one way to improve your couple relationship is to discuss and come to 
a place of agreement on relevant financial matters. 

FigUre 5.3  
strengths of Happy Couples versus Unhappy Couples  

regarding Finances

financial issue
Percentage in Agreement

Happy Couples Unhappy Couples

1. We agree on how 
to spend money. 85% 43%

2. i am satisfied with 
our decision to 
save. 

67% 29%
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3. major debts are 
not a problem  
for us. 

69% 35%

4. my partner does 
not try to control 
our finances. 

74% 43%

5. Credit cards are not 
a problem for us. 69% 42%

imPrOving yOUr FinanCial relatiOnsHiP

The following are ways to improve your relationship to finances . . . thereby 
improving your relationship with your partner. 

recognize the limitations of money

Many problems people have with 
money may be socially induced. 
Unfortunately, in our culture the 
standard definition of success is finan-
cial wealth. A statement such as “he is 
very successful” generally refers to the 
acquisition of money, not the qual-
ity of a life. As a result, many people 
are engaged in an endless endeavor 
to accumulate more money, falsely 
assuming that money will bring them 
happiness or fulfillment. These people 
can easily miss all the joys of the pres-
ent moment, because their sights are 
set on a future that is not even guaranteed to exist. 

“Success” as a social construct of financial earnings may be losing momen-
tum. A poll from the AArP (American Association of retired Persons) shows 
the most important factors defining success in life include having a good mar-
riage, having a good relationship with one’s children, helping those in need, 

“The real 
measure of a 
man’s wealth 
is how much 

he’d be worth 
if he lost all his 

money.”

J. H. JOWett

FinanCes—mOre tHan mOney
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CHeCK-in PrOCess

Where	are	you	now? (Identify and discuss your results.)
 1. review the Couple Checkup individual results. How satisfied were 

each of you in this area?

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

 2. review the Couple Checkup couple results. were finances a strength or 
growth area?

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

 3. Discuss your agreement items (your strengths).

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

Where	would	you	like	to	be? (Discuss issues.)
 1. review the discussion items in your Couple Checkup report.

 2. Choose one issue you both want to resolve.

 3. Share how you each feel about the issue.

How	do	you	get	there? (Develop your action plan.)
 1. Brainstorm a list of ways to handle your financial problems.

 2. Agree on one solution you will try.

 3. Decide what you will each do to make the plan work.

 4. review the progress in one week.

FinanCes—mOre tHan mOney
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satisfaction from spending, both on others and on herself. 

	 4.	Money	as	control. A person with a control orientation sees money as 
a way of maintaining control over his life and independence from a 
partner or other family members.9 

It is possible for a person to have more than one orientation, but not two 
conflicting approaches—for example, enjoyment and security. A questionnaire 
for assessing your money orientation is provided in Couple exercise 5.1 at the 
end of this chapter. 

FinanCial strengtHs OF HaPPy COUPles

In general, even happy couples disagree more about finances than any other 
topic. However, our national survey revealed clear differences between happy 
and unhappy couples regarding money issues (see Figure 5.3). Happy couples 
agree on how to handle money significantly more than unhappy couples do. 
They also have fewer concerns about debts and the proper amount to save. 
Clearly, one way to improve your couple relationship is to discuss and come to 
a place of agreement on relevant financial matters. 

FigUre 5.3  
strengths of Happy Couples versus Unhappy Couples  

regarding Finances

financial issue
Percentage in Agreement

Happy Couples Unhappy Couples

1. We agree on how 
to spend money. 85% 43%

2. i am satisfied with 
our decision to 
save. 

67% 29%
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CHeCK-in PrOCess

Where	are	you	now? (Identify and discuss your results.)
 1. review the Couple Checkup individual results. How satisfied were 

each of you in this area?

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

 2. review the Couple Checkup couple results. were finances a strength or 
growth area?

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

 3. Discuss your agreement items (your strengths).

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

Where	would	you	like	to	be? (Discuss issues.)
 1. review the discussion items in your Couple Checkup report.

 2. Choose one issue you both want to resolve.

 3. Share how you each feel about the issue.

How	do	you	get	there? (Develop your action plan.)
 1. Brainstorm a list of ways to handle your financial problems.

 2. Agree on one solution you will try.

 3. Decide what you will each do to make the plan work.

 4. review the progress in one week.
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COUPle eXerCise 5.1 
money: What Does it mean to you? 

 1 2 3 4 5
  Strongly    Strongly
  Disagree 

Disagree Undecided Agree
 Agree

 ____ 1. I look up to those people who have been very financially 
successful.

 ____ 2. In making a major purchase, an important consideration is what 
others will think of my choice.

 ____   3. Having high-quality things reflects well on me. 

 ____   4.  It is important for me to maintain a lifestyle similar to or 
better than that of my peers. 

 ____   5.  Having some money in savings is very important to me.

 ____   6.  I would rather have extra money in the bank than some new 
purchase.

 ____   7.  I prefer safe investing with a moderate return versus high-
risk investing with potentially high returns. 

 ____   8.  I feel more content when I know we have enough money for 
our bills.

 ____   9.  I really enjoy shopping and buying new things. 

 ____ 10. People who have more money have more fun. 

 ____ 11. I really enjoy spending money on myself and on others. 

 ____ 12. Money can’t buy happiness, but it sure helps. 

 ____ 13. He or she who controls the purse strings calls the shots. 

 ____ 14. It would be difficult for me to put all my money into a joint 
account. 

 ____ 15. One of the important benefits of money to me is the ability 
to influence others.

 ____ 16. I think we each should control the money we earn. 

101

Scoring	and	interpretation: After taking the quiz, add up your answers to the 
four questions for each category and record your scores below. Scores for each 
category can range from 4 to 20, with a high score indicating more agreement 
with that approach. It is possible to have high or low scores in more than one 
category. 

General guidelines for scoring and interpreting your scores appear in the two 
boxes below. record the interpretation for your score in each category on the 
scoring chart.

                sCOring                           interPretatiOn

Category  Add 
Items

Your 
 Score 

Total  
Score

 Score 
Interpretation

money as status 1–4 17–20 very high

money as 
security 5–8 13–16 High

money as 
enjoyment 9–12 9–12 moderate

money as 
control 13–16 4–8 low
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COUPle eXerCise 5.2 
Creating a Budget

inCOME: (take-Home Pay)

male: 

Female:

Other income:

TOTAL inCOME:

EXPEnSES:  
(monthly) 

Current 
spending 

future 
Budget plan

giving:

HOUsing: rent or mortgage

Utilities:

Phone:

lOans/DeBt: Car

Personal

Credit Cards

transPOrtatiOn: gasoline

repairs/
maintenance

FOOD: Food at home

Food away from 
home

HealtH Care:

insUranCe: medical  

Car

Home/life/
Health

ClOtHing:

PersOnal gOODs:

HOUseHOlD sUPPlies
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serviCes: Cell phone

Cable/Dish

internet

Dry cleaning/
laundry

Other

OtHer  
eXPenDitUres:

savings

gifts

entertainment

Daycare

Child support

Other

TOTAL EXPEnSES

Surplus or deficit

COUPle eXerCise 5.3 
setting short-term and long-term goals

Individually identify your short- and long-term financial goals. Goals should 
be realistic and attainable. Once you and your partner have each determined 
three short-term and three long-term financial goals, share your goals with one 
another. Decide together how you can reach these goals. 

For example, one goal might be to open a savings account to help with your 
child’s (or grandchild’s) college tuition. Another goal might be to buy a new 
home. you can then decide exactly how much money you are willing to contrib-
ute to this fund every month. 

short-term Financial goals 

Partner 1 Partner 2
1. ________________________ 1. ________________________

2. ________________________ 2. ________________________

3. ________________________ 3. ________________________
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short-term Financial goals 

Partner 1 Partner 2
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long-term Financial goals

Partner 1 Partner 2
1. ________________________ 1. ________________________

2. ________________________ 2. ________________________

3. ________________________ 3. ________________________

reminDers FOr imPrOving yOUr FinanCes

 1. review and update your financial goals monthly.

 2. Talk about what each of you value most in life and whether 
money relates to those values.

 3. Be aware of the “hidden costs” of the goods or services you 
purchase (i.e., loss of or interference with couple or family time, 
the unavailability of those funds for something else, the extra 
work hours needed to pay for purchases, and so on).

 4. Challenge yourselves to “no money needed” date nights. Scour 
the Internet for ideas if you need. These dates are often more fun 
and more memorable than dates that require money. whether 
you decide to visit local buildings and landmarks or explore a 
local forest or cave, these dates are also great ways to get to know 
your community better. 

 5. review any major debt you may have and plan how you will pay 
it off.

 6. Talk about the spender-saver patterns in your relationship. 

 7. Join or form an investment club. Investment clubs are social 
gatherings where people share and learn about finances and 
investments. 

 8. Seek the help of a financial advisor, particularly if you have 
ongoing financial problems. 
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s i X

SEX— 
BEYOnD THE BirDS  

AnD BEES
sex is a conversation carried out by other means. 

if you get on well out of bed, half the problems in bed are solved.

—PETEr USTinOv

seXUal strengtHs OF HaPPy COUPles

A major strength for happily married couples is the quality of their sexual rela-
tionship. The distinct differences found between happy and unhappy couples 
in terms of their sexual relationship are summarized in Figure 6.1. Individuals 
in happy marriages are much more satisfied with the amount of affection they 
receive from their partner than unhappily married couples. They also agree that 
their sexual relationship is satisfying and fulfilling, and they are much more 
likely to agree that their partner does not use or refuse sex in an unfair way. 
Further, they are far less likely to feel concerned that their partner is not inter-
ested in them sexually. Finally, they have few if any concerns that their partner 
may have thought about having a sexual relationship outside of their marriage. 
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FigUre 6.1  
strengths of Happy Couples versus Unhappy Couples  

regarding sexuality

Sexuality issue
Percentage in Agreement

Happy Couples Unhappy Couples

1. i am completely 
satisfied with the 
affection i receive 
from my partner.

68% 17%

2. Our sexual 
relationship is 
satisfying and 
fulfilling.

76% 28%

3. my partner does 
not use or refuse 
sex in an unfair 
way.

82% 36%

4. i have no concerns 
that my partner 
may not be 
interested in me 
sexually.

84% 40%

5. i do not worry that 
my partner may 
consider an affair.

86% 45%

WHat seX reveals anD COnCeals

The sexual relationship acts as an emotional barometer in that it reflects a 
couple’s satisfaction with other aspects of their relationship. In other words, a 
good sexual relationship is often the outcome of a good emotional relationship 
between partners. while there are instances when a couple’s sexual relationship 
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FigUre 6.2  
top Five sexual Problems for Couples

Sexual issue Percentage of Couples  
Having Problem*

1. i am dissatisfied with the 
amount of affection i receive 
from my partner.

68%

2. Our levels of sexual interest 
are different. 66% 

3. Our sexual relationship has 
become less interesting and 
enjoyable. 

62%

4. Our sexual relationship is not 
satisfying or fulfilling. 58%

5. i am dissatisfied with the level 
of openness in discussing 
sexual topics. 

52%

* One or both partners indicated this was an issue for them.

miXeD messages On seX

The irony of sex in western culture is that it is depicted heavily in advertis-
ing, television, movies, and magazines, yet normal sexual behavior is almost a 
taboo topic within cultural discourse. So, while we are bombarded with images 
of sex to sell products, sexual normalcy is rarely discussed, even within couple 
relationships. 

Through advertising, corporations take a complicated emotional and physi-
cal phenomenon—sexuality—and reduce it to one-dimensional images to best 
sell their products. This is a “dumbing down” for consumers, because in the 
eyes of corporations, a good consumer is not one who thinks deeply or has 
their needs met through relationships and community. A good consumer must 
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you may be surprised to find that, 
by changing your actions or your 
motions, your emotions will change 
as well. we often make the mistake 
of believing that we have to have the 
feeling before we can take the action. 
This is not necessary. 

In fact, by changing your actions, 
you will also change your emotions. 
Sexual intimacy is not something that 
is achieved once, remaining constant 
throughout the life of a relationship. 
It can be acquired, lost, and regained 
again. But just as most things in life 
start with doing, sexual intimacy 
begins by spending time together, as 

well as making efforts during times apart to let your partner know he or she 
is held warmly in your thoughts. Once you get back into the habit of making 
your spouse feel valued and special, it will feel natural. Like anything of impor-
tance, this takes some conscious effort, but the results are worthwhile. 

sUggestiOns FOr imPrOving  
yOUr seXUal HealtH

 1. always remember that good sex begins while your clothes 
are still on.

 2. take time to think about yourself as a sexual being. 

 3. take responsibility for your own sexual pleasure.

 4. talk with your partner about sex.

 5. make time to be together regularly.

 6. Don’t let sex become routine in your marriage.

 7. Be creative—you’ll find it’s one of the best aphrodisiacs.

“More people 
behave 

themselves 
into new ways 

of thinking 
than think 

themselves into 
new ways of 
behaving.”

UnKnOWn
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 8. Understand that working at sex doesn’t work.

 9. Don’t carry anger into your bedroom.

 10. realize that good sex isn’t just a matter of pushing the right 
buttons.

 11. nurture the romance in your life.

 12. Don’t make sex too serious.

 13. Don’t always wait to be “in the mood” before agreeing to 
have sex.

 14. realize that you and your partner don’t have to see eye to eye 
sexually.

 15. Don’t be afraid to ask for help.

 16. try to keep your sexual expectations realistic.14 

seX—BeyOnD tHe BirDs anD Bees
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CHeCK-in PrOCess

Where	are	you	now? (Identify and discuss your results.)
 1. review the Couple Checkup individual results. How satisfied were 

each of you in this area?

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

 2. review the Couple Checkup couple results. was communication a 
strength or growth area?

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

 3. Discuss your agreement items (your strengths).

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

Where	would	you	like	to	be? (Discuss issues.)
 1. review the discussion items in your Couple Checkup report.

 2. Choose one issue you both want to resolve.

 3. Share how you each feel about the issue.

How	do	you	get	there? (Develop your action plan.)
 1. Brainstorm a list of ways to handle your communication problems.

 2. Agree on one solution you will try.

 3. Decide what you will each do to make the plan work.

 4. review the progress in one week.

123

COUPle eXerCise 6.1 
What makes you Feel loved?

For this exercise, take turns completing this sentence: “I feel loved when . . .” 
Go back and forth, thinking and talking about those things you really 

appreciate and that help you experience love from your partner. your list might 
include extravagant romantic items (“I feel loved when you surprise me with an 
anniversary trip for two”), as well as everyday gestures (“I feel loved when you 
wash the dishes”). Try to come up with at least ten things each. This will give 
both of you several options for ways to communicate love to your partner. 

remember, you’re not making a “to-do list.” This is a list of opportunities 
for you to better understand and meet one another’s needs and desires. 

I feel loved when . . . 

____________________________      _____________________________

____________________________      _____________________________

____________________________      _____________________________

____________________________      _____________________________

____________________________      _____________________________

____________________________      _____________________________

____________________________      _____________________________

____________________________      _____________________________

____________________________      _____________________________

____________________________      _____________________________
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COUPle eXerCise 6.2 
Plan a romantic adventure

Make a plan to spend some quality time together. This “adventure” can be 
whatever pleases both of you and fits into your lives and interests. Schedule and 
organize this in advance, following these guidelines: 

 1. Be realistic.

 2. Plan something you will be able to do in the next few months.

 3. Plan something that is not too expensive.

 4. Answer these questions:

•	 When?

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

•	 Where?

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

•	 What	can	you	each	contribute	to	make	it	happen?

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________
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reminDers FOr imPrOving  
yOUr seXUal relatiOnsHiP

 1. remember the importance of being affectionate aside from being 
sexual (especially if you are a man wanting to please a woman). 

 2. remember that it is OK to have sex just for the sake of sex 
(especially if you are a woman wanting to please a man).

 3. resolve underlying conflicts that will spill over into your sexual 
relationship.

 4. Discuss your different levels of sexual interest.

 5. Let your partner know he or she is valued and appreciated.

 6. Learn to critically decipher sexualized advertising. what is being 
sold? what is the message? who is the ad targeting? Do the 
models look like real people? 

 7. Keep physically fit—exercise, stop smoking, maintain healthy 
weight and cholesterol levels. 

 8. remember that improving your emotional connection with your 
partner will consequently improve your physical connection.
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s e v e n

rOLES— 
TrADiTiOnS, TrEnDS,  

AnD TEAMwOrk
throughout history the more complex activities have 

been defined and redefined, now as male, now as female, 
sometimes as drawing equally on the gifts of both sexes. 

When an activity to which each sex could have contributed 
is limited to one sex, a rich, differentiated quality is lost 

from the activity itself.

—MArgArET MEAD (1901–1978)

strengtHs OF HaPPy COUPles regarDing rOles

Happy couples have a more balanced relationship in terms of roles than do 
unhappy couples. This claim is clearly supported data based on fifty thousand 
married couples whose eNrICH marriage satisfaction scale was analyzed in 
relation to their individual scores on roles within a marriage (Figure 7.1 sum-
marizes the results). Two characteristics of happy couples are that the husband 
is as willing as the wife to adjust and that both husband and wife work toward 
having an equal relationship. In egalitarian relationships, both the husband 
and wife make adjustments to handle an issue, such as who will pick up a child 
who became sick at school.

tHe COUPle CHeCKUP
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FigUre 7.1  
How Happy Couples versus Unhappy Couples view their roles

role issue
Percentage in Agreement

Happy Couples Unhappy Couples

1. Both are equally 
willing to make 
adjustments in 
their marriage.

82% 46%

2. Both work hard 
to have an equal 
relationship.

87% 54%

3. Both are satisfied 
with division of 
housework.

76% 42%

4. the couple 
makes most 
decisions jointly. 

87% 59%

5. Household tasks 
are divided based 
on preferences, 
not tradition. 

67% 55%

a lOaDeD tOPiC

Roles relate to how couples allocate leadership responsibilities and household 
tasks. One may think that assigning roles within a marriage may be clear-cut, 
but in reality it is laden with expectations from numerous sources, making it 
an extremely complex subject. First of all, marital roles are affected by religious 
and cultural trends, so roles must be analyzed in specific sociocultural and 
historical contexts. To complicate matters, we have our own ideas of what dif-
ferent roles signify, collectively and as individual men and women. These ideas 
exist on three different levels: macro, meso, and micro. On the macro level, 
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task is also an important aspect of marital satisfaction. Partners who have an 
egalitarian power pattern tend to be more involved and happier with each other. 
They are less likely to assign blame because they accept more responsibility for 
each other’s happiness. They also tend to make better decisions because their 
decisions are based on the wisdom and perspective of two people. 

A marriage often reproduces the power patterns that its partners witnessed 
as children; so individuals whose families modeled inequality in power and role 
relations may find it initially more difficult to relate equally to one another. In 
this case, both partners need to work hard on communicating positively and 
achieving a fair and equal partnership. In the past, most marriages were tradi-
tional, and it was hard to conceptualize an equal marriage because it was not 
modeled in life. 

COmmOn rOle PrOBlems

Let’s take a brief look at the role issues that cause problems for a majority of 
couples. 

FigUre 7.2

rOles—traDitiOns, trenDs, anD teamWOrK
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give up their voice in order to keep the peace. According to Gilligan, this self-
less behavior on the part of women is maintained by our patriarchal society.5 
A monumental problem occurs when women continually act selflessly: they 
disconnect from the relationship. An attempt to ignore their own wishes and 
desires—their own voice—leads, according to Gilligan, to dissociation with 
their true self and a disappearance from the relationship. And a marriage can-
not be satisfying or real if one member is stuffing down their feelings and 
needs, rendering them psychologically absent. 

even if you do not believe that giving up her needs will cause a woman to 
dissociate, just think about the pattern of tradition from an equality standpoint. 
Many couples try to dismiss roles and household responsibilities as trivial mat-
ters that do not threaten their relationship, but the truth is that role allocation 
profoundly influences the quality of a marriage. Although roles may seem trivial, 
the sheer amount of time that they demand can make them larger than life. In 
addition, the consequences of how roles are divided are not trivial. In research-
ing six hundred couples filing for divorce, George Levinger found that “neglect 
of home and children” was second only to “mental cruelty” as the reason cited 
for divorce.6 The roles taken in a marriage also tell a lot about the power dynam-
ics in the relationship and are a symbol of relational equality. 

Figure 7.3 lists the top five role issues based on our national survey. 

FigUre 7.3  
top Five role Problems for Couples

role issue Percentage of Couples  
Having Problem*

1. Concern about unfair division 
of housework. 49%

2. Housework is based on 
traditional roles rather than 
interests. 

44%

3. the husband is not willing to 
adjust as much as the wife is. 44%
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4. Disagree whether or not the 
wife should work outside 
the home when children are 
young. 

43%

5. Partners disagree that both 
work to maintain an egalitarian 
relationship.

36%

* One or both partners indicated this was an issue for them.

HOW rOles relate tO marital satisFaCtiOn

when it comes to traditional roles and the happiness and vitality of a mar-
riage, it appears that the “good old days” may not have been so good after all. 
As Figure 7.4 shows, an individual’s perception of his relationship roles is sig-
nificantly related to his partner’s marital satisfaction. As in previous chapters, 
happy and unhappy couples were compared. This time the focus was on the 
type of role relationship they each had established. 

A clear finding was that couples who perceive their relationship as tradi-
tional in terms of roles are much more likely to be unhappy than couples who 
perceive their relationship as egalitarian. If both people perceive their relation-
ship as traditional, more than four-fifths of them are unhappy with their mar-
riage, leaving less than one-fifth happy. Similarly, when both people perceive 
their relationship as egalitarian, more than four-fifths have a happy marriage, 
while less than one-fifth are unhappy. 

For couples in which the woman perceives the relationship as traditional 
and the male views it as egalitarian, almost two-thirds are unhappy. If the hus-
band perceives the relationship as traditional and the wife perceives it as egali-
tarian, an equal percentage of the couples are happy and unhappy. 

rOles—traDitiOns, trenDs, anD teamWOrK
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FigUre 7.4  
role relationships in Happy Couples versus Unhappy Couples

Perception of 
relationship

Percentage in Agreement

Happy Couples Unhappy Couples

Both perceive as 
egalitarian. 81% 19%

Husband perceives 
as traditional 
wife perceives as 
egalitarian.

50% 50%

Wife perceives 
as traditional, 
husband perceives 
as egalitarian.

37% 63%

Both perceive as 
traditional. 18% 82%

So, the more equal the woman perceives the role relationship, the happier 
the marriage. This analysis concurs with other research in demonstrating how 
the woman’s perception of equality is more strongly associated to the happiness 
of a marriage. In addition, research has found that women may be more accu-
rate in their reports of who does what in a household. James Thorton surveyed 
555 married people and found that men tend to overestimate what they do 
around the household, while women underestimate all they do.7 

lOOKs Can Be DeCeiving

It is important to note that relationship roles can be measured not only by the 
external chores and duties each partner adopts but also by the internal dynam-
ics of decision making and attitudes. From the outside, it appears that Heather 
and I (Peter) have very traditional relationship roles. Internally, however, we 
adopt very egalitarian attitudes and practices.
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CHeCK-in PrOCess

Where	are	you	now ? (Identify and discuss your results.)
 1. review the Couple Checkup individual results. How satisfied were 

each of you in this area?

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

 2. review the Couple Checkup couple results. was “roles” a strength or 
growth area?

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

 3. Discuss your agreement items (your strengths).

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

Where	would	you	like	to	be? (Discuss issues.)
 1. review the discussion items in your Couple Checkup report.

 2. Choose one issue you both want to resolve.

 3. Share how you each feel about the issue.

How	do	you	get	there? (Develop your action plan.)
 1. Brainstorm a list of ways to handle your role problems.

 2. Agree on one solution you will try.

 3. Decide what you will each do to make the plan work.

 4. review the progress in one week.
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COUPle eXerCise 7.1 
Household tasks: His and Hers

1. List your responsibilities related to the household and the children. 
Make a list of daily responsibilities (e.g., planning and preparing 
meals, walking the dog, helping child with homework) and weekly 
responsibilities (e.g., doing yard work, taking out recycling, washing 
a floor). your partner should also separately create the same two lists. 

 Things you Do Things you Do
 Daily weekly
  1. ________________________  1. ________________________

  2. ________________________  2. ________________________

  3. ________________________  3. ________________________

  4. ________________________  4. ________________________

  5. ________________________  5. ________________________

  6. ________________________  6. ________________________

  7. ________________________  7. ________________________

  8. ________________________  8. ________________________

  9. ________________________  9. ________________________

  10. ________________________    10. ________________________

2. After you have each completed your lists, compare and discuss them. 
Focus on what you each would like to change about who handles 
which household tasks. 

 
3. revise your current lists, finalizing an agreement about tasks you will 

each do next week. Set a time to review the new lists.

rOles—traDitiOns, trenDs, anD teamWOrK
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COUPle eXerCise 7.2 
switching roles for One Week

After you have each completed exercise 7.1, plan a day (or preferably a week) 
when you can perform each other’s household responsibilities. This role-
reversal experiment will help you gain a new appreciation for one another. 

reminDers FOr imPrOving tHe qUality  
OF yOUr rOle relatiOnsHiP

 1. remove gender from housework. Talk about and divide 
housework based on interests and skills rather than on gender.

 2. work to develop and maintain an equal relationship in terms of 
power and decision making.

 3. Keep an ongoing discussion of your expectations and feelings 
regarding roles and changes you would like to make.

 4. working together on tasks works best for most couples.

 5. Take a good look at how your work schedules may contribute to 
inequality at home. 

 6. express appreciation to your partner for the contributions he or 
she makes to your family and home life. 

 7. Be flexible and open to change.

147

e i g H t

SPiriTUALiTY— 
LivE OUT YOUr vALUES

We are not human beings having a spiritual experience; 
we are spiritual beings having a human experience.

—PiErrE TEiLHArD DE CHArDin

why is there suffering in the world? what is the meaning of life? what 
happens before birth and after death? These are just a few of life’s questions 
where science and rational thought are inadequate to provide answers. These 
questions call to our spirit or subjective mind, and people have always 
looked to religion or spirituality to make sense of these seemingly inexplicable 
questions. 

Spirituality and faith are powerful and prevalent dimensions of the human 
experience. According to anthropologists, nearly every culture on earth con-
tains at least one religion that shares certain supernatural features, including 
belief in a God or gods, belief in life after death, and belief in the ability of 
prayer or ritual to change the course of human events. In America, 70 percent 
of people claim membership in a church or synagogue, with nearly 90 percent 
of all adults indicating that religion is important in their lives.1 

Membership in organized religion is the common way to practice one’s 
faith and grow spiritually. But for many in our current culture, participation 
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Beliefs that Provide meaning to life

Many people say their faith is part of a personal mission upon which they 
base their actions. For them, religion provides a context and perspective that 
keeps them focused on long-term goals rather than short-term gratification. 
Their beliefs guide their daily actions with regard to morality, integrity, rela-
tionships, love, finances, and more. 

A shared spiritual relationship can provide a significant foundation for a 
growing marital relationship. In a real sense, God’s unconditional love is a 
model for partnership. A couple’s mutual faith helps them focus on the positive 
aspects of each other and encourage and respect one another. Their marriage is 
a sanctuary—a source of care, mutual protection, comfort, and refuge. while 
feelings can often vacillate, their faith provides the foundation for a commit-
ment that sustains the relationship. 

FigUre 8.1 
High vs. low spirituality agreement
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FigUre 8.2  
strengths of Happy Couples vs. Unhappy Couples  

regarding spirituality

Spiritual issue
Percentage in Agreement

Happy Couples Unhappy Couples

1. i am satisfied with 
how we express 
our spiritual 
values and beliefs.

85% 40%

2. i feel closer to my 
spouse because 
of shared spiritual 
beliefs. 

78% 43%

3. sharing spiritual 
beliefs strengthens 
our relationship. 

83% 50%

4. spiritual 
differences do not 
cause tension in 
our relationship.

86% 56%

5. We rely on our 
spiritual beliefs 
during difficult 
times. 

77% 46%

satisfaction with spiritual expression

In our national survey, the key factor that distinguished happy couples from 
unhappy ones in terms of religion was agreement on their level of satisfac-
tion with how spiritual values and beliefs are expressed. Most happily married 
couples (85 percent) agree on this item, compared with only 40 percent of 
unhappily married couples. 

In his twenty-five-plus years as a trial court judge and in his study of biblical 
principles, Judge James Sheridan claims to have never seen a divorce involving 

sPiritUality—live OUt yOUr valUes
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FigUre 8.3  
top Five issues regarding spiritual Beliefs

issue Percentage of Couples  
Having Problem*

1. We have not resolved the 
differences in our spiritual 
beliefs.

52%

2. We do not feel closer as a 
result of our spiritual beliefs.

47%

3. We do not rely on our spiritual 
beliefs during difficult times.

45%

4. We are dissatisfied with how 
we express our spiritual 
values and beliefs.

45%

5. spiritual differences cause 
tension in our relationship.

34%

* One or both partners indicated this was an issue for them.

Differences in spiritual Beliefs

The most common spiritual issue for all couples in our survey was unre-
solved differences in their spiritual beliefs, with 52 percent of all couples hav-
ing this problem. These findings are important, as spiritual beliefs provide a 
foundation for the values and behaviors of individuals and couples. Given 
the potential benefits of spiritual beliefs in a relationship, it makes sense for 
partners to explore and evaluate their compatibility regarding spiritual beliefs. 
Couples with strong spiritual beliefs and practices say their faith provides a 
foundation that deepens their love and helps them grow together and achieve 
their dreams. even if partners hold dissimilar views, they can still have a com-
mitted, strong spiritual life that adds meaning and purpose to their existence. 
The following couple had difficulty knowing how to handle their differences 
in spiritual beliefs. 

sPiritUality—live OUt yOUr valUes
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sPiritUality—live OUt yOUr valUes
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CHeCK-in PrOCess

Where	are	you	now ? (Identify and discuss your results.)
 1. review the Couple Checkup individual results. How satisfied were 

each of you in this area?

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

 2. review the Couple Checkup couple results. was spirituality a strength 
or growth area?

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

 3. Discuss your agreement items (your strengths).

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

Where	would	you	like	to	be? (Discuss issues.)
 1. review the discussion items in your Couple Checkup report.

 2. Choose one issue you both want to resolve.

 3. Share how you each feel about the issue.

How	do	you	get	there? (Develop your action plan.)
 1. Brainstorm a list of ways to handle your spirituality problems.

 2. Agree on one solution you will try.

 3. Decide what you will each do to make the plan work.

 4. review the progress in one week.
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COUPle eXerCise 8.1 
exploring your Past

How much do you know about your partner’s religious history? How much do 
you know about your own religious history? Family heritage lends a sense of 
stability and tranquility to relationships. 

Set aside some time to discuss the following questions. If you do not have 
the answers, ask other family members or contact a historical society. 

 1. what is your family’s ethnicity?

 2. what is the origin of your family name? (In biblical times, names 
often were connected to race or profession.)

 3. what is your family’s religion?

 4. what holidays (holy days) and rituals do you and your partner 
currently celebrate?

 5. where did those celebrations originate?

 6. what do holiday symbols mean, like the menorah and Christmas tree?

 7. Is there significance to the food you prepare?

 8. what is the meaning of the gifts you exchange?

Through rituals, we create a treasure chest of memories, communicate infor-
mation about values, and build a family legacy for our children and grandchil-
dren. with that in mind, create a new family or couple ritual. Then integrate 
it into your weekly, monthly, or yearly routines. 

COUPle eXerCise 8.2 
Celebrating the small stuff

Set aside a quiet time to sit down with your partner. Try one of the following 
exercises:
 

1.	 Write	down	three	uplifting	moments	in	which	you	felt	
energized	during	the	last	month. Picture those moments when 
you felt most alive—when the commonplace became not so 
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n i n e

CloSeNeSS ANd 
FlexIBIlITY— 

MAp Your relATIoNShIp
in your couple relationship, you either repeat what you learned 

in your family or you tend to do the opposite. 

—DAviD H. OLSOn

ClOseness anD FleXiBility— 
Keys tO a great marriage

One of the major discoveries in our national survey was the importance of couple 
closeness and couple flexibility in happy marriages. Past studies have continually 
found that communication and conflict resolution are what most distinguished 
happy from unhappy couples, but in our survey, closeness and flexibility were 
found to be as important as communication and conflict resolution when pre-
dicting marital success.

This new discovery about closeness and flexibility is understandable when 
you consider our fast-paced and highly stressed society in which partners often 
spend time away from each other at their jobs, in their cars, or shuttling kids to 
activities. Closeness is a powerful predictor because happy couples have learned 
not only how to do their own thing but how to reconnect with each other. Our 
fast-paced lives require a greater need to be flexible and open to change. roles 
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common—such as the slant of late winter rays of sunlight, good 
work well done, a game of touch football in the fall leaves, or 
rocking your child to sleep. Share your experiences with each other.

2.	 Write	down	the	names	of	the	three	people	with	whom	you	are	
most	joyful. Then write down the names of the three people who 
you trust the most. Share the names on both lists with your partner. 
Talk about why you trust the people you named. Discuss specific 
reasons you enjoy the people you named. 

reminDers FOr imPrOving sPiritUality  
in yOUr relatiOnsHiP

 1. Take time to learn about your partner’s view of spirituality.

 2. Integrate aspects of your spiritual lives into your couple 
relationship.

 3. establish rituals that will honor your spiritual beliefs.

 4. Access faith by connecting with God, your partner, and others 
during difficult times.

 5. Consider ways you could pray or worship together as a couple. 
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FigUre 9.1  
Five levels of Closeness, Balancing separateness vs. togetherness

The level of closeness experienced in your couple and family relationships 
comes to life when in real interactions such as mealtimes, birthdays, or cele-
brating holidays.

Take, for example, Lori and Tim, a married couple. In Lori’s family everyone 
was expected to be present at dinnertime. They used this time for family mem-
bers to socialize and reconnect with one another. Lori has many fond memories 
of shared dinners—laughing, talking, and discussing family issues during this 
important time.

In contrast, Tim’s family did not place much importance on shared meal-
times. Since his was a large family with six kids and each individual had a 
different schedule, family members ate their dinner whenever they pleased. It 
was even common for family members to grab a plate of food and watch TV 
or retreat to their bedrooms.

Not surprisingly, Tim and Lori’s different experiences and values about 
dinner time affected their closeness and initially caused some problems in their 
marriage. Lori expected that she and Tim would be together during dinner 
to talk about their day and what was coming up for each of them. For Tim, 
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commitment. In cohesive relationships individuals place emphasis on self as well 
as the couple. They strive for an appropriate amount of sharing, loyalty, intimacy, 
and independence. These couples make room for individual interests and shared 
activities. They can take occasional trips with just the guys or girls as well as vaca-
tion as a couple. They each know how to care for themselves as well as invest in 
the other person’s needs. They learn how to balance their development as indi-
viduals with the growth of the relationship. Successful couples and families tend 
to be those that have achieved an appropriate balance between the individual and 
couple. Partners maintain their own individuality and their closeness.

FigUre 9.2  
strengths of Happy Couples versus  

Unhappy Couples on Couple Closeness 

Closeness issue
Percentage in Agreement

Happy Couples Unhappy Couples

1. We feel very close 
to each other. 93% 29%

2. Our togetherness 
is a top priority  
for us. 

83% 30%

3. We really enjoy 
spending our free 
time together.

95% 45%

4. We ask each other 
for help. 92% 43%

5. We find it easy to 
think of things to 
do together. 

81% 30%

when happy couples were compared with unhappy couples in our national 
survey, there were distinct differences between the two samples in couple 
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FleXiBility

Flexibility refers to how open to change couples and families are in their rela-
tionships. Flexibility describes the amount of change that occurs, for example, 
in leadership, role relationships, and relationship rules. As with closeness, there 
are five levels of flexibility, from “inflexible” on the low end, to “flexible” in the 
middle, to “overly flexible” on the high end. Again, the two extremes can work 
within relationships in the short run, but over time they are unhealthy. The 
flexibility component on the Couple and Family Map assesses how the couple 
or family system balances stability and change (see Figure 9.3). 

FigUre 9.3  
Five levels of Flexibility, Balancing stability, & Change

 
Balancing stability and Change

Balancing the amount of stability versus change in your couple and family 
relationships is increasingly important as lives get busy. Since change is inevi-
table, relationships must be open to it and able to find the right balance for 
both partners. But relationships also want and need stability. without stability, 
couples cannot meet the demands of daily living or functioning in our fast-paced 
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society. They need to know who will pay the bills this month, who will attend 
their child’s parent-teacher conference, and who will do the laundry this week. 

 relationships that have “balanced” levels of flexibility are somewhat struc-
tured, and members sometimes share leadership. roles are well defined and 
stable, but they can change depending on current needs. Flexibility becomes 
vital in times of crisis as members adapt to changing conditions and roles while 
coping with stress. relationships that function well at these times are still con-
sidered balanced because they operate in one of the extremes for only a short 
period of time before returning to a more equal state. 

when happy and unhappy couples’ relationship flexibility was compared, 
some clear differences emerged on important aspects of their relationship (see 
Figure 9.4). For instance, happy couples agree more often than unhappy ones 
to compromise and make decisions jointly. Happy couples also are better able 
to adjust to change, are more creative in handling conflict, and more often share 
leadership. In many ways, happy couples work together more as a team and 
cooperate rather than compete with each other. 

FigUre 9.4  
strengths of Happy Couples versus Unhappy Couples on Flexibility

flexibility issue
Percentage in Agreement

Happy Couples Unhappy Couples

1. We compromise 
when problems 
arise. 

83% 28% 

2. We make most 
decisions jointly. 

91% 42%

3. Both of us are 
able to adjust to 
change when it’s 
necessary. 

85% 35%
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4. We are creative 
in how we handle 
our differences. 

58% 14% 

5. We share 
leadership equally. 

63% 23%

avoiding extreme stability or Change

Figure 9.3 depicts five levels of family flexibility. Couples and families with 
very low levels of flexibility are described as “inflexible.” In an inflexible relation-
ship, rules rarely change, even to accommodate special situations or adjust to life 
changes. In these relationships people rarely negotiate; roles are very stable. For 
families, discipline is strict and often characterized by authoritarian leadership. 

Kyle and Judy were two very structured and organized individuals. 
they had both done advanced graduate work and were quite suc-
cessful in their careers. When it came to their marriage and house-
hold, they ran a tight ship. there was always a to-do list hanging in 
the kitchen, and they stuck to a predictable schedule and routine. 

things began to change after they had twin girls. When the 
kids were young, the routines and structure worked very well for 
keeping up with twins. But Kyle and Judy failed to increase flex-
ibility as their girls became teenagers. Holding to the same strict 
rules that had been set when the kids were much younger, they 
had little tolerance for the shifts that were taking place. their girls 
were expressing their natural need for more freedom and choices 
in their lives. When one of their daughters broke curfew or ques-
tioned the rules, Kyle and Judy’s natural tendency was to become 
even stricter, trying to get the girls back in line. Before long, they 
had two rebellious, angry teenage girls on their hands. When every-
thing else in their lives seemed to work so well, Kyle and Judy were 
confused about their inability to be effective parents to teenagers.
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BalanCeD, miDrange, anD UnBalanCeD COUPles

In the Couple Map (see Figure 9.5), the five levels of closeness and the five 
levels of flexibility are combined, and together they create twenty-five different 
types of couple relationships. These twenty-five types can be broken down into 
three more general patterns (balanced, midrange, and unbalanced). 

FigUre 9.5

ClOseness anD FleXiBility—maP yOUr relatiOnsHiP
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The changes in closeness and flexibility that both the marriage and the 
family experienced over time is normal, and it is in many ways useful as people 
deal with the demands of life. This clearly illustrates that even in healthy rela-
tionships the dynamics are going to change, and that should be expected. A 
good exercise for you and your partner to do is to plot how your relationship 

FigUre 9.6
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•	 How	close	do	you	feel	to	your	partner?	

  1. Not very close

  2. Somewhat close

  3. Generally close

  4. Very close

  5. extremely close

•	 How	do	you	and	your	partner	balance	separateness	and	togetherness?

  1. Mainly separateness

  2. More separateness than togetherness

  3. equally

  4. More togetherness than separateness

  5. Mainly togetherness

•	 How	independent	of	or	dependent	on	each	other	are	you	and	your	
partner? 

  1. Very independent 

  2. More independent than dependent

  3. equally dependent and independent

  4. More dependent than independent

  5. Very dependent 
 
Add	the	numbers	that	correspond	with	each	of	your	responses	to	get	

your	total	closeness	score.

Couple Flexibility

•	 What	kind	of	leadership	is	there	in	your	couple	relationship?	

  1. One person usually leads

  2. Leadership is sometimes shared

  3. Leadership is generally shared

  4. Leadership is usually shared

  5. Leadership is unclear
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has changed over time. It is interesting to note how the pattern of changes on 
the map is unique to each couple, so it will be up to you to explore how your 
relationship has developed. 

If you have taken the Online Couple Checkup, the results for you and 
your partner are graphed onto the Couple Map. Along with your results 
are questions and suggestions for discussing how you each see your rela-
tionship in terms of closeness and flexibility. 

If you do not plan to take the Couple Checkup, you can complete 
the exercise below.

COUPle eXerCise 9.1 
Couple map quiz

you can take this Couple Map Quiz alone and see how you perceive your rela-
tionship. encourage your partner to also take the quiz so you can identify your 
strengths and issues regarding closeness and flexibility as a couple. 

Couple Closeness

•	 How	often	do	you	spend	free	time	together?

  1. Never

  2. Seldom

  3. Sometimes 

  4. Often

  5. Very Often 

•	 How	committed	are	you	to	your	partner?

  1. Slightly 

  2. Somewhat 

  3. Generally 

  4. Very 

  5. extremely
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•	 How	often	do	you	and	your	partner	do	the	same	things	(roles)	
around the house?

  1. Almost always 

  2. Usually 

  3. Often 

  4. Sometimes 

  5. Seldom

•	 What	are	the	rules	(written	or	unwritten)	like	in	your	relationship?

  1. rules are very clear and very stable

  2. rules are clear and generally stable

  3. rules are clear and structured

  4. rules are clear and flexible

  5. rules are unclear and changing

•	 How	are	decisions	made?	

  1. One person usually decides

  2. Decisions are sometimes shared

  3. Decisions are often shared 

  4. Decisions are usually shared

  5. Decisions are rarely made

•	 How	much	change	occurs	in	your	couple	relationship?	

  1. Very little change 

  2. Little change 

  3. Some change 

  4. Considerable change

  5. A great deal of change

Add	 the	numbers	 that	 correspond	with	each	of	your	 responses	 to	 these	
questions	to	get	your	total	flexibility	score.	
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COUPle eXerCise 9.2 
exercise on Couple map

 1. Complete the Couple Map Quiz for how your relationship is now. 
Then take the quiz again to describe how you would ideally like your 
couple relationship to be. 

 2. Score the quiz for both the “now” and the “ideal.” Then plot both 
scores onto the Couple and Family Map (see Figure 9.5).

Closeness flexibility

Partner 1

now

ideal

Partner 2

now

ideal

 3. Compare how you each described your relationship now on the 
Couple and Family Map. Discuss similarities and differences on 
couple closeness and couple flexibility. 

 4. Compare how you each described how you would ideally like your 
relationship to be. Discuss similarities and differences. 

 5. Discuss how you can work together to make your relationship more 
ideal for both partners.
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•	 How	often	do	you	and	your	partner	do	the	same	things	(roles)	
around the house?

  1. Almost always 

  2. Usually 

  3. Often 

  4. Sometimes 

  5. Seldom

•	 What	are	the	rules	(written	or	unwritten)	like	in	your	relationship?

  1. rules are very clear and very stable

  2. rules are clear and generally stable

  3. rules are clear and structured

  4. rules are clear and flexible

  5. rules are unclear and changing

•	 How	are	decisions	made?	

  1. One person usually decides

  2. Decisions are sometimes shared

  3. Decisions are often shared 

  4. Decisions are usually shared

  5. Decisions are rarely made

•	 How	much	change	occurs	in	your	couple	relationship?	

  1. Very little change 

  2. Little change 

  3. Some change 

  4. Considerable change

  5. A great deal of change

Add	 the	numbers	 that	 correspond	with	each	of	your	 responses	 to	 these	
questions	to	get	your	total	flexibility	score.	
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sUggestiOns FOr imPrOving  
yOUr COUPle DynamiCs

1. If you are not happy with the closeness in your relationship, 
talk about how you can achieve a more satisfying balance of 
separateness and togetherness.

2. If you are not happy with the flexibility of your relationship, discuss 
how you can achieve a more satisfying balance of stability and 
change.

3. Be aware that you will often repeat styles you learned from your 
family of origin, especially under stress. you can also discuss how 
you each perceive your relationship when you are each feeling stress. 

specific suggestions for increasing Couple Closeness

Spend more quality time together. Ideally these would be moments when you 
are communicating in an honest and open way, doing something you both 
enjoy. However, some couples also enjoy being together while doing separate 
activities, such as reading in the same room. Too often the couple relationship 
gets leftover time when one or both of you are exhausted. 

Plan and dream together. Create a list of things you would like to do in your 
life and share your list with your partner. My (Amy’s) husband and I have 
done this over the years (sometimes including our children) and have a lot 
of fun with it. It makes me feel closer to my husband when I understand his 
hopes and dreams, and it also creates a bond when we have found lists from 
the past and have seen some of our dreams come to fruition. Before we were 
married my husband gave me a beautiful empty photo album and wrote some 
of his dreams on blank pages, waiting for us to have photos of these anticipated 
events. Seeing this album with pages where he had written “marry Amy,” “buy 
a house,” and “have a baby” endears him to me and makes me look forward to 
dreaming and creating more memories together. 

ClOseness anD FleXiBility—maP yOUr relatiOnsHiP
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t e n

PArEnTing— 
CrEATing A BALAnCED 

fAMiLY
Before i got married, i had six theories about bringing up  

children; now i have six children, and no theories.

—jOHn wiLMOT

tHe Ultimate resPOnsiBility

Counselor Jennifer James’s remark that “the first half of our lives is spoiled by our 
parents, and the last half by our children” humorously typifies the mixed bless-
ing felt by many parents. People often refer to parenting as the most frustrating 
and the most rewarding experience in their lives. This is no wonder: parent-
ing is a responsibility like no other. Parents are primarily responsible for their 
children’s development of self-esteem, sense of responsibility, values, and physical 
and emotional health, as well as their social and economic needs. In spite of the 
monumental responsibilities associated with parenthood, people receive little, if 
any, training in parenting. 

The good news: you are proactively engaged in the single most important 
thing you can do for your children: modeling the importance of your relation-
ship. Studies have shown that a harmonious marriage relationship promotes 
competence and maturity in children.1 every bit of energy you put into sup-
porting each other lovingly and respectfully will come back to you through your 
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who grow up witnessing verbal or physical abuse between their parents often 
choose relationships where this dysfunction is repeated. More obscure, but still 
harmful, are the array of behaviors they may observe between parents that limit 
a relationship from reaching true intimacy. Some of these behaviors may be 
invalidating one another’s feelings, withdrawing or avoiding, denying respon-
sibility, and inattention. Children are always observing and internalizing their 
parents’ example of how to act relationally. Dysfunctional patterns of interac-
tion are a childhood wound passed on through the generations. The past is 
transmitted through the present to the future. 

This need not be a continuing chronicle, however. Modeling a healthy and 
happy marriage is a gift to yourself and to your children. Learning about your 
relationship, improving it, and nurturing it can be thought of as benefiting not 
only your individual happiness but that of your children, their future children, 
and the larger community. It sets up a healthy cycle of relationship patterns—
for today and extending into the future. 

what intimacy obstacles do married people often encounter that are related 
to parenting? The major parenting issues in our national sample of fifty thou-
sand married couples with children are identified in Figure 10.1. The most 
problematic parenting issue that couples report is feeling less satisfied in their 
marriage since having children. Over two-thirds of married couples report that 
the father does not spend enough time with the children. Almost as many 
couples do not agree on how to discipline their children and are dissatisfied 
with how child-care responsibilities are shared. Finally, many couples are dis-
satisfied with the balance of attention given to their marriage versus the atten-
tion given to the children. Let’s look at each of these in a little more detail 
before taking steps to improve this area of your relationship. 

FigUre 10.1  
top Five Parenting issues for Couples 

Parenting issue Percentage of Couples  
Having Problem*

1. Having children has reduced 
our marital satisfaction. 82%

Parenting—Creating a BalanCeD Family
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2. the father is not involved 
enough with our children. 65%

3. my partner focuses more on the 
children than on the marriage. 64%

4. i am dissatisfied with how child 
rearing is shared. 64%

5. We disagree on discipline. 63%

* One or both partners indicated this was an issue for them.

strain on the Couple relationship

Having children intensifies the couple bond, enriching and deepening the 
couple connection. But the enormous change and demands a child brings to 
the lives of his parents puts strain on the couple relationship. The time and 
energy necessary to parent often draws away from the couple’s time and energy. 
Much of the nurturing that used to be directed toward one another now is 
directed at the child. Having children also means having a whole new set of 
responsibilities and roles, which need to be negotiated. For all of these reasons, 
parenting is one of the most challenging and stressful areas of a couple’s rela-
tionship. Over four-fifths of the married couples in our national survey report 
feeling less satisfied in their marriage since having children. even happily mar-
ried couples are not immune from the stresses and strains associated with child 
rearing. Less than two-fifths of happily married couples report that children do 
not create major problems in their marriage. 

the Husband’s lack of involvement

The sacrifices related to parenting are felt most often by mothers. women 
adapt their careers, sacrifice their free time, and otherwise adjust their lives 
to accommodate children considerably more than husbands do. A survey of 
fifteen hundred adults living in england examined the quality-of-life sacri-
fices parents make and how it affects their perception of parenting. Forty-one 
percent of fathers and 66 percent of mothers reported that their children are 
a major source of life happiness for them.2 The woman’s high value in parent-
ing is especially interesting in light of the fact that she is penalized more in the 
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is that children are demanding—their needs are evident. Although spouses also 
have needs, they just are not as apparent as the needs of their children. Also, 
parents may feel as if they are acting selfishly if they ask for things for them-
selves. Ultimately, by the time one or both parents are finished taking care of the 
children, they have little time or energy left for each other or for the marriage. 

FigUre 10.2  
Parenting styles Family map
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Five styles OF Parenting

Differing ideas about how best to parent is an issue for many couples. Diana 
Baumrind has done considerable research on parenting styles and has identified 
four styles of parenting: democratic (which we call “balanced”), authoritarian, 
permissive, and rejecting.5 we added the uninvolved style, which was adapted 
from the Parenting Styles Family Map (see Figure 10.2). 

Discuss the following questions with your partner: 

 1. How were you parented as a child and teen? Did your mother and 
father use the same or different parenting styles? what are your 
reactions to their style? Did it feel fair? was it effective? 

 2. what style feels most natural to you as a parent? Is this the same style 
you would like to use? 

 3. what concerns do you have about your partner’s parenting behavior?

As we discuss each parenting style, we will describe the typical behavior 
that has been found in children raised by each style. Figure 10.3 summarizes 
the five parenting styles and children’s consequent behaviors. remember, these 
are generalized patterns that have been found over several hundred studies and 
there will always be exceptions to these patterns. 

FigUre 10.3  
Parenting styles and Children’s Behaviors

Parenting Style Children’s Behavior

Balanced 

energetic and friendly

self-reliant and cheerful 

achievement-oriented

Authoritarian 

Unfriendly 

Conflicted and irritable

Unhappy and unstable 

Parenting—Creating a BalanCeD Family
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Parenting Style Children’s Behavior

Permissive 
impulsive and rebellious 

low-achieving

rejecting 
immature 

Psychologically troubled

Uninvolved 
lonely and withdrawn 

low-achieving

Balanced Parenting

In balanced parenting, parents establish clear rules and expectations and dis-
cuss them with the child. Although they acknowledge the child’s perspective, 
they are the authority, using both reason and power to enforce their standards. 
Being an authority is different than being controlling. when a controlling per-
son tries to enforce her values, she makes a lot of noise, fighting for power. 
when you are truly an authority, there is no fight. No noise is necessary. In 
fact, you can set the tone with your calmness. Often when balanced parents are 
challenged, saying nothing can have all the influence in the world. In terms of 
closeness, parents who use a balanced approach have a warm, loving relation-
ship with their children without smothering them.

The balanced style is represented by the center position on Figure 10.2. 
Balanced families, therefore, tend to range from “somewhat connected” to 
“very connected” on the closeness dimension and from “somewhat flexible” 
to “very flexible” on the flexibility dimension. Considerable research on par-
enting has demonstrated that more balanced families have children who are 
more emotionally healthy and happy and are more successful in schol and life. 
Children of balanced-style parents exhibit what Baumrind describes as ener-
getic-friendly behavior. These children are very self-reliant and cheerful, they 
cope well with stress, and they are achievement oriented. 

authoritarian Parenting

In authoritarian parenting, parents have rigid rules and expectations and 
strictly enforce them. These parents expect and demand obedience from their 
children. The authoritarian style is located in the lower right quadrant of 
Figure 10.2, indicating a somewhat-flexible to inflexible family system and a 
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FigUre 10.4  
strengths of Happy Couples versus Unhappy Couples  

regarding Parenting

Parenting issue
Percentage in Agreement

Happy Couples Unhappy Couples

1. i am satisfied with 
how child rearing 
is shared.

61% 30% 

2. my partner 
focuses as much 
on our marriage 
as on the children.

59% 31%

3. We agree on 
discipline. 59% 33%

4. We feel closer 
since having 
children.

53% 33%

5. i am more 
satisfied in my 
marriage since 
having children.

35% 19%

recognizing that Parenting is a team effort 

As Figure 10.4 shows, satisfaction with how the responsibility of raising chil-
dren is shared is the most significant issue distinguishing happy couples from 
unhappy ones. Happily married couples are twice as likely (61 percent) to be 
satisfied with how child rearing and parenting are shared than unhappily mar-
ried couples (30 percent). 

Co-parenting is simply a team approach to parenting. Co-parenting involves 
sharing all aspects of the child’s growth and is based on the principle that the 
commitment and devotion of each parent is necessary to raise a well-adjusted 
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CHeCK-in PrOCess

Where	are	you	now ? (Identify and discuss your results.)
 1. review the Couple Checkup individual results. How satisfied were 

each of you in this area?

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

 2. review the Couple Checkup couple results. was parenting a strength 
or growth area?

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

 3. Discuss your agreement items (your strengths).
_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

Where	would	you	like	to	be? (Discuss issues.)
 1. review the discussion items in your Couple Checkup report.

 2. Choose one issue you both want to resolve.

 3. Share how you each feel about the issue.

How	do	you	get	there? (Develop your action plan.)
 1. Brainstorm a list of ways to handle your parenting problems.

 2. Agree on one solution you will try.

 3. Decide what you will each do to make the plan work.

 4. review the progress in one week.
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COUPle eXerCise 10.1 
Planning a Weekly Family Conference

A family conference is a time for your family to connect and reflect on recent fam-
ily and personal experiences. Spending this time together helps family members 
feel supported and gives a new energy and sense of solidarity to the family system.

 1. Be sure that everyone participates.

 2. establish a regular time and place—perhaps following a time the 
entire family is normally together, such as after dinner. 

 3. encourage and share ideas. Do not criticize or critique. 

 4. Have each family member discuss the following three questions: 

•	 What	do	you	feel	was	the	best	thing	that	happened	to	you	or	
happened within our family this week?

•	 What	was	the	worst	thing	that	happened	to	you	or	within	our	
family this week?

•	 For	an	issue	that	was	brought	up	in	the	last	question,	what	
could have been done differently?

reminDers FOr imPrOving  
yOUr relatiOnsHiP anD Parenting

 1. Give attention to your marriage as well as to your children. work 
hard to make sure you have time together without the children. 

 2. Discuss discipline styles and expectations with your partner.

 3. Support each other in all aspects of parenting.

 4. Be consistent and cooperative as a parenting team.

 5. Never undermine your partner by critiquing or ridiculing their 
parenting in front of the children. 

 6. when rules have been established, both parents should 
consistently enforce them. 

 7. Do not allow your children to disrespect your partner. 

Parenting—Creating a BalanCeD Family
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e l e v e n

SCOPE OUT YOUr 
PErSOnALiTiES

the goal of marriage is not to think alike,  
but to think together. 

—r. DODD

no matter how much a couple has in common, it is impossible that two 
individuals would think, feel, and behave in exactly the same ways all the time. 
Not only are there gender and background differences, but every personality is 
unique. exploring personality similarities and differences can be a fascinating 
and fun process. It can also shed light on the challenges faced by couples who 
love one another but have very different preferences in their approaches to life. 

In addition, there are specific personality traits that can be more problematic 
within marriage than others. This chapter will begin by exploring general aspects 
of personality (found on the SCOPe Personality Scales page of your Couple 
report) and include a discussion of specific personality attributes that predict 
with a high degree of accuracy high- and low-quality couple relationships.

PersOnality DeFineD

Before unpacking the personality traits identified by your Couple Checkup 
report, it is important to understand how personality is defined and under-
stood. There are many ways to describe personality, and the academic definition 
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sure to leave one weekend day or night for John to have plenty of downtime to 
recharge in the ways he preferred. 

PersOnality strengtHs OF HaPPy COUPles

Our past research has shown that there are specific personality traits that pre-
dictably damage couple relationships; the absence of these traits, on the other 
hand, opens the door to intimacy. In our study of fifty thousand couples, per-
sonality was found to be a powerful discriminator between happy and unhappy 
couples. when negative personality traits (i.e., withdrawn, moody, and con-
trolling) become chronically out of balance, they are like a toxic poison to your 
relationship. Figure 11.1 demonstrates how happy couples report significantly 
lower rates of these negative and out-of-balance traits in their partners than do 
unhappy couples. 

FigUre 11.1  
strengths of Happy Couples verses Unhappy Couples  

regarding Personality issues 

Personality issue
Percentage in Agreement

Happy Couples Unhappy Couples

1. my partner is 
often unhappy or 
withdrawn. 

41% 86%

2. my partner is 
unreliable and 
doesn’t follow 
through.

16% 75%

3. my partner is too 
controlling. 30% 88%
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4. my partner’s 
behavior is 
embarrassing or 
upsetting.

29% 75%

5. it is difficult 
to deal with 
my partner’s 
moodiness. 

47% 85%

we highly recommend you take an honest look in the mirror and take an 
inventory of yourself. If you display any of these traits on a consistent basis, 
give careful consideration to how you might harness them and find more bal-
ance in the future. Strive to rid yourself of such things and clothe yourself with 
kindness, humility, flexibility, and self-control. 

sCOPe anD tHe Big Five

The Couple Checkup includes a personality section called SCOPe, which is an 
acronym for Social, Change, Organized, Pleasing, and emotionally Steady. It is 
based on what is often considered to be the most robust and highly researched 
model of personality in the world of psychology, the Five Factor Model.3 Unlike 
other personality assessments, which are driven by a theoretical model of how 
personality is organized, the Five Factor Model began with no theory in mind. 
Instead, researchers conducted a statistical analysis of every adjective in the 
english language to see what patterns or “factors” emerged. The resulting five 
factors have now been replicated in many other languages and cultures. 

The SCOPe categories are designed to be positive and easy to understand. 
Figure 11.2 provides an overview of what a high score means on each SCOPe 
category. Unlike some other personality scales, it is possible to get all high or 
all low scores on the five areas. In other words, each of the traits is relatively 
independent of one another. The following section describes high, average, and 
low scores in each area. 
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FigUre 11.2  
sCOPe Personality Profile Categories

Social Change Organized Pleasing Emotionally 
Steady

Extroverted vs. 
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Change vs. 
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forceful

Calm vs. 
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makes friends 
easily

Often on the go

loves large 
parties

Doesn’t mind 
being the 
center of 
attention

Prefers variety 
to routine

likes to begin 
new things

enjoys visiting 
new places

values 
flexibility

enjoys thinking 
of new ways to 

do things

Comfortable 
with change

always 
prepared

makes plans 
and sticks with 

them

Carries out 
plans

seldom wastes 
time

gets chores 
and tasks done 

right away

likes order

tries to follow 
the rules

respects 
others

Doesn’t like to 
be pushy

Believes in the 
good intentions 

of others

accepts people 
as they are

values 
cooperation 

over 
competition

loves to help 
others

Has a good 
word for 
everyone

not easily 
bothered by 

things

seldom gets 
mad

rarely 
complains

seldom feels 
blue

Comfortable 
in unfamiliar 

situations

Feels 
comfortable 

with self

remains calm 
under pressure

social

The Social trait considers one’s behavior in regard to social situations. 

High Social Scores : Those who score high on this scale are more extroverted. 
They enjoy being with people and are often full of energy. Such individuals 
tend to be enthusiastic and action oriented. In groups, they like to talk, assert 
themselves, and often be the center of attention. when out of balance, they can 
appear to be seeking attention or shallow. Others may even see high extrover-
sion as an inability to take life seriously.

If both you and your partner score high on the Social scale, you are likely 
a very outgoing and energetic couple, poised for lots of fun. People are likely 
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CHeCK-in PrOCess

Where	are	you	now ? (Identify and discuss your results.) 
 1. In what areas are your personalities similar?

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

  How might the similarities affect your relationship positively?

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

  Are there any drawbacks to being alike in these areas? (e.g., both scoring 
low on organization)

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

 2. review the following negative personality traits. with which ones 
might you have a problem?

  Moodiness. Critical or negative attitude. Controlling. Depressed or 
withdrawn. Stubborn. Temperamental. Unreliable. 

  How might you help one another rid yourselves of these challenges? 

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

 3. review the Couple Checkup results. 

  In what areas are your personalities different? 

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________
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  How might the differences impact your relationship, both positively and 
negatively?

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

  To what degree have you come to accept your spouse’s personality? What 
still remains difficult to celebrate?

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

  Do the roles you are expected to fulfill in your relationship match 
your personality strengths? (e.g., Is an individual who scores low on 
organization being asked to manage the checkbook?)

Where	would	you	like	to	be? (Discuss issues.) 
 1. Choose one personality difference or negative personality trait that 

you both want to resolve or change. 

 2. Share how you each feel about this difference or trait. 

 3. what would you do differently if you could accept or celebrate this 
difference more often, or what behavior would you implement to 
decrease the presence of the negative trait?

How	do	you	get	there? (Develop your action plan.) 
 1. Brainstorm a list of ways to handle your personality problems. 

 2. Agree on one solution you will try. 

 3. Decide what you will each do to make the plan work. 

 4. review the progress in one week. 

sCOPe OUt yOUr PersOnalities
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COUPle eXerCise 11.1 
sCOPe Personality scale

 1. rate yourself as high, medium, or low on the five personality areas in 
SCOPe.

 2. Next, rate how you view your partner in the same areas. 

High Medium Low

S – social

C – Change

O – Organized

P – Pleasing

E – emotionally  
       steady

COUPle DisCUssiOn

•	 Compare	and	discuss	how	you	rated	yourselves.	

•	 Compare	and	discuss	how	you	rated	one	another.

•	 If	you	have	taken	your	Couple	Checkup,	compare	the	results	from	
this exercise with your Checkup report. 
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reminDers FOr Dealing  
WitH PersOnality DiFFerenCes

 1. Don’t try to change your partner’s personality. It won’t work!

 2. Be responsible for yourself. The fact that personality traits are gen-
erally pervasive throughout life does not give you an excuse to not 
learn behaviors that will positively contribute to your marriage. For 
example, in order to serve your spouse you can learn to pick up after 
yourself even though a mess in the kitchen or dirty clothes on the 
floor doesn’t bother you. 

 3. remember the positive aspects of your partner’s personality that 
attracted you to him or her in the first place.

 4. Consider where you may be out of balance in your own personality 
and behavior. Think of strategies that could bring more balance to 
your life. 

 5. Use your self-awareness to comment out loud on what you’re doing 
and why you’re doing it. For example, you might say, “I know it’s 
a little hard to talk to me this evening. I’m very concerned about 
a deadline at work, and with my personality, I always get a little 
more focused, quiet, and hard to reach when something’s on my 
mind. Please know it’s not about you. we’re OK. I just need to get 
through this deadline, OK?” 
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t W e l v e

ACHiEving YOUr gOALS
the most powerful weapon on earth is the human soul on fire.

—MArSHALL fErDinAnD fOCH (1851–1929)

WHat DO yOU HOPe FOr?

There is an old saying that defines three things we need in life: something to 
do, something to love, and something to hope for. “Something to do” provides 
structure to our days, “something to love” provides meaning, and “something 
to hope for” provides optimism. without some kind of structure to our days, 
we can still function, but not very well, particularly during difficult times. 
what and who we love and value are where most people derive real meaning 
for their existence. Hope allows us to anticipate something positive, even in 
the face of hardship. 

we all need hopes and dreams for the future, and one way these become 
observable is through goals. Goals provide direction and give hope for the 
future. Studies have found that individuals with written goals tend to have 
better health and happier marriages than those without goals. Discussing and 
sharing goals facilitates closeness, emotional bonding, and goal achievement.

COmmOn OBstaCles tO aCHieving gOals

There are so many ways you can fail to achieve your goals. we want to point out 
some of the common ones so that you can avoid these mistakes and, thereby, 
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COUPle eXerCise 12.1 
Defining Personal, Couple, and Family goals

Clarify and define your personal, couple, and family goals for the next few 
years. Then share them with your partner. remember, your goals should be 
realistic and clearly stated and attainable within one to five years.

 Partner 1  Partner 2 
Personal Goals Personal Goals
1. ________________________ 1. ________________________

    ________________________     ________________________

2. ________________________ 2. ________________________

    ________________________     ________________________

3. ________________________ 3. ________________________

    ________________________     ________________________

Couple Goals Couple Goals
1. ________________________ 1. ________________________

    ________________________     ________________________

2. ________________________ 2. ________________________

    ________________________     ________________________

3. ________________________ 3. ________________________

    ________________________     ________________________

Family Goals Family Goals
1. ________________________ 1. ________________________

    ________________________     ________________________

2. ________________________ 2. ________________________

    ________________________     ________________________

3. ________________________ 3. ________________________

    ________________________     ________________________
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COUPle eXerCise 12.2 
Developing a Couple action Plan

Once you have identified personal, couple, and family goals, we encourage 
you to choose one of the three areas and develop an action plan based on the 
CHANGe Model. The six letters in CHANGe each indicate an important step 
in achieving your goal. An example of how the CHANGe model can be used 
follows each step.

Commit yourself to a specific goal.

we will increase closeness in our marriage by spending fifteen minutes each 
day focusing on the positive aspects of our relationship. we will try also to go 
on a date one evening a week.

Habits—break old ones and start new ones.

we will set up the new routine so that the fifteen minutes falls after the eve-
ning meal each night. The evening out will usually be on wednesday night. we 
will alternate who is in charge of planning the activity for the evening out. 

Action—take one step at a time.

During our fifteen minutes of sharing, we will each talk about our day and 
our feelings about each other.

never give up; lapses might occur.

we realize that some days we won’t be able to talk for fifteen minutes about 
our relationship and that we won’t be able to have an evening out every week, 
but we will do our best to stick to the plan.

goal oriented: focus on the positive.

After our sharing, we will praise each other for taking the time and effort 
to connect.

Evaluate progress and reward each other.

each Sunday night we will review the week and see how well we’ve done. If 
we have achieved our goal, we will feel pleased, and this will probably make us 

aCHieving yOUr gOals
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feel closer. If we are able to stick to this plan for six months, the final reward 
will be a weekend trip away together to celebrate!

Creating yOUr aCtiOn Plan

Use this as a worksheet to complete your Personal, Couple, or Family Action 
Plan. writing down goals creates the road map to your success. 

Commit yourselves to a specific goal.

Describe your specific goal. The more detail you give, the more clear the 
final outcome becomes. 

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

Habits—break old ones and start new ones.

Old Habits:
_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

New Plan:
_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

Action—take one step at a time.

Indicate the steps in your action plan.
_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

never give up; lapses might occur.

How will you handle lapses?
_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________
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goal oriented: focus on the positive.

when will you praise each other?
_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

Evaluate your progress and reward each other.

when will you review your progress?
_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

How will you reward each other?
_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________
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goal oriented: focus on the positive.

when will you praise each other?
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reminDers FOr aCHieving yOUr gOals

 1. Find your authentic voice. Pay attention to the origin of your 
goals and desires. Ask yourself: Whose voice is talking to me? Is it 
my voice? My parents’? The voice of society and mass media? 

 2. Decide exactly what you want. Define and share with your 
partner your personal, couple, and family goals. 

 3. Discuss with each other steps you can take to make your goals 
reality.

 4. Start immediately. Use the CHANGe model. Make the 
decision, day by day, to commit to the goal. Dedicate at least five 
minutes each day to each goal. 

 5. encourage and support each other. Do not let setbacks 
discourage you. recognize the valuable feedback that failure 
provides.

 6. Start a gratitude journal. Begin noticing and documenting things 
for which you are grateful. 

 7. Never, ever give up.

 8. Need motivation? Call Dr. rob Gilbert’s Success Hotline for a 
daily inspirational message: (973) 743-4690. 


